Abstract.
S(7XL,7X MmrelLO is nontrivial.
The rest of the paper will be devoted to a proof of the theorem. We prove two propositions which, together, imply the theorem. When P C Mm is a subpolyhedron, we denote 7 X P by Px. We often identify 7 X a with 7 (and 0 X a with a) for a distinguished point a E Int Mm. Proposition 1. If 77,(S(L1,A/J1 rel U)) = 0 for all i 2= k and m, then w,(S(7,7 X Mm relO)) =£ 0/or all i g k + 1 and m.
Proposition 2. If 7r,(S(7,7 X Mm relO)) = 0 for all i tk p and m, then *7,.(S8(7,7X S")) a trM(Sn) for alii g p + 1. This lemma follows from Lemma 1 of [1] . Note that the total space of (a) is contractible by the next lemma.
Lemma 4. Let K be an i-disk in a q-manifold Q (i ^ q) and U a neighborhood of Kin Qsuch that (U,K) « (Dx X 7)'"1 X Z)?"',/X £>'"' X 0). Then
&(K,Q rel (Kf\ dQ))
is contractible.
The proof is an easy application of the Alexander trick, (see [5, 3A] , for example) and is omitted here. First, shrink f(Ak X 1 X A) toward f(Ak X 1 X q), using Im/as the trace of the ^-modification A so that the end result/' = A, ° /satisfies f'(x X 1 X A) n x X 1 X 3A/m = 0.
Next, apply a similar argument to f'(Ak x / x A) so that the end result/" of a ^-modification satisfies f"(Ak X A1) n Ak X / X dMm = 0. Then we can choose an (n + l)-cell £" in InlD"+x such that E' n J = 7 and £" n Im/= At.x}. We can find a ^-modification « of D"+x keeping dD"+x U 7 fixed such that «0 = identity and hx(E') = E. Now hx ° f E S9(7,7X 5"). This proves the surjectivity. Injectivity is proved similarly.
2. Transverse intersection. In this section we start a proof of Proposition 2. Because there is a Kan fibration &u(I,Dn+x) ** S0>,(7,7>"+1) -*» S0 (-/^n+1X where the total space is contractible by the Alexander trick, and the fibre is homotopy equivalent to S9(7,7 X S"), it is sufficient to show that <trk(&0(J,Dn+x)) a 77^(5") for * < p + 2.
In order to define e, let f:AkXj->AkX D"+' represent a kth homotopy group element; then the composition
It is easy to see that e+ is surjective. We show that e+ is injective. For this purpose, assume that e*([/]) = 0.
The symbol A stands for Ak when no confusion is expected.
Now choose a number d (0 < d < 1), so that/(x X Inty) D x X dS" ^ 0 for all x E A.
Then choose triangulations of A X J, A X D"+' and A so that the following conditions are satisfied.
(l)/is a simplicial map with respect to these triangulations. (2) it: A X Dn+X -> A is simplicial. (3) A X t7S", Im/ n A X dS", A X 0 are subcomplexes. The triangulation of A above is denoted by (2. Also, if S C A X D"+x and B E A, S\B = S n tt~x(B).
We will look at K = Im/ n Ax </S" first. ImCFJ of) n x X dS" § max(0,dim7 + dim(dS") -dimA"+1).
Definition.
(1) When a G C(o)t with dim a = k, and / intersects Int a X dS" transversely along C(r>)., we call the point a essential. Otherwise it is removable.
Note that AA = Uo6eC(a)r, hence it is a subcomplex of K.
Lemma 8. There exists a k-modification A such that the subcomplex MFo, defined by using Fx ° f (instead off) consists of essential points only.
For the proof we would like to define a /^-modification by the join extension which will be useful quite often. (2) A n f(x XJ) n x X dD"+x is a properly embedded 1-disk in E\x for all x G Into.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (5) (E\X,E n x X dS") is homeomorphic to the standard disk pair (7>"+1, D") for x E Into. Now push C(d)x off x X dS" (x E Into) by the previous lemma, by choosing b = v X w where v is the barycenter of o and w E Int(E n vXdDn+x).
By Lemma 9 this can be realized as a /c-modification. Repeat the process until all C(a),'s with i < m are removed.
We repeat the process for all A>simplices of S. Suppose we have removed the removable points as above over all simplices which are (f + l)-dimensional or higher.
Let o be a/-simplex of G, and assume C(o)x is removable as before. If we assume that our original / satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 8, we can conclude that 3. Proof of Proposition 2. We continue the proof of Proposition 2 started in the previous section. In particular, we assume that the representative / satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of §2 as well as conditions (1), (2) and (3) in the beginning of the section.
Our objective is to prove Lemma 10. Suppose 7r;(S0(7,7 X Mn)) a 0 for i; ^ k -2. Then there exists a k-isotopy g E S0(-dI,dDn+x) satisfying (-dI) is defined to be the identity once and for all.) Suppose we have constructed g on Ak ' X (-di). Let a be a/-simplex of Ak with the above triangulation. Then g can be extended to N(do) X (-di), where N(do) is a collar of 9a in a. To see this, first note that for a small £ > 0 there is a/-homeotopy F E %(dDn+x reldS" U {0}) such that
for all x E a, by thej-isotopy extension theorem of Hudson ([3] or [4]) and our codimension restriction. Let P = F~ (g(do X (-di))), and L be a subpolyhedron of (do X 7) X dDn+x defined as lJxeda.tsI(x,t,F(Px)), where A(9a) is identified with 9a X 7 and x E do = 9a X 0. If we take A(9a) small enough, L n Tx = x X 0 for any x E N(do). Define g(y X (-di)) = Ly for y E A(9a). The actual definition of g is easy because %d(Dx) is contractible. Let K = T n ir~ (x0). Without loss of generality we may assume that K n x0 X (-di) = x0 X {0] by moving K via an isotopy if necessary.
Note that for any/-cell a' in a (x0 E a' and a E &), there is a/-homeotopy between 0' X K and T n tt~ (a') because / was simplicial with respect to Q and we assume condition (b) of §2 is satisfied, where a' = Cl (a -A(9a)). We can choose N(do) so that a' is a convex cell. By a similar application of the isotopy extension theorem of Hudson again, we identify T f~) 7t~x(o') with a'X TC. Then we can consider g|6V X (-di) to represent an element in ttj_x{S((-dI) U K,dDn+x rel A-)).
Because n > 3, we can find a manifold N in dDn+x such that (i) K -0 C Int N U (N n dS"), (ii) Cl (dDn+x -N) « I x Mv for some p, (iii) Img fl xXA = xX0forx E 9a'. Now g|9a' X (-*77) represents an element of ttj_x(S(I,I X Mv rel0)) by this identification. The hypothesis of Lemma 10 claims this is trivial if y" g k -1, and g can be extended to a' X (-di). Since the extension is done as an element of S(7,7 X Mv relO), all the conditions of the lemma are satisfied.
This argument can be used as long as/ g k -I, because our hypothesis is valid in this range. Assume that we have constructed g on A^-1' X (-di). Let a be a /c-simplex of A (with the same triangulation G). As before, we can extend g to A(3a) X (-di). Again as before, we may assume A n tr~x(o') = o' X K. However, by Lemma 8 we know that (x X dD"+x, Tx) » (Dn+x,I) and we may assume An tr~x(o') = o' X di. Now g\do' x(-dl) represents a (k -l)st homotopy group element of &(-dI U dI,dDn+x reldl). Since this complex is contractible by the Alexander trick, the extension is complete.
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